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adventure honeymoons

far  
flung

I
f you have a real sense of adventure, a keen 
interest in learning about the rich history and 
culture of a country, and are prepared to 
be involved in a broad range of experiences 
– from fishing for piranha in the amazon 
and tracking gorillas in uganda to hot-air 
ballooning over Bagan in myanmar, then here 

are some honeymoon ideas that are sure to thrill 
and excite – as well as offer a sense of romance, 
seclusion and togetherness.

For a honeymoon that's off the 
beaten track, seek out Kashmir, 
Uganda, Bhutan, Burma and  

the Peruvian Amazon.
by tricia Welsh

destinations
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adventure honeymoons

Peru features on many a bucket-list for its cultural heritage: 
the lost inca city of machu Pichu, the lofty colonial city of 
cuzco, and the vibrant food scene of its capital, lima. Few, 
however, realise that the country claims one of the most 
interesting sections of the amazon river around the Pacaya 
samiria national reserve, before it flows east through Brazil. 
the reserve covers more than two million hectares and is 
one of the largest wetlands in the world.

Flying from lima into remote iquitos in Peru’s far north-
east – the largest city in the world not accessible by road 
– you can see the serpentine nature of the amazon, which in 
flood season can be kilometres wide in places. Founded by 
the Jesuits, iquitos, meaning ‘separated by water or isolated’ 
is aptly named. the often-flooded jungle city takes on a 
venetian-style appearance: main streets become waterways 
and transport takes the form of dugout canoes. on higher 
land, the equivalent of tuk-tuks ferry locals around streets 
that once housed wealthy european rubber barons, who 
built elaborate houses and hotels. seek out the iron house 
by French architect Gustave eiffel, of eiffel tower fame, who 
bought metal sheets for it through the jungle. 

iquitos is the gateway to adventure cruises on the giant 
waterway and into the jungle. most luxurious are the two 
aqua expedition vessels, the Aqua Amazon and the Aria 
Amazon, which take 24 and 32 passengers respectively, on 
five and seven-day cruises. the three-level floating hotels 
look incongruous among rustic riverboats and dugouts. Food 
on-board is a highlight, with menus and recipes designed by 
Peru’s first michelin-starred chef Pedro miguel schiaffino, 
who sources amazonian produce such as heart of palm, 
exotic fruits and some of the 1200 species of river fish. 

excursions into smaller canals offer the chance to see 
squirrel and capuchin monkeys, three-toed sloths, caiman 
lizards and green iguanas, and birds such as toucans and 
macaws. although the area is remote, there is exceptional 
comfort and adventure on the river, so order a pisco sour, 
relax on the deck and look for pink river dolphins. Just don’t 
try to photograph them – for all you’ll capture is their splash. 
Visit: abercrombiekent.com.au 
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